. Introduction
One of the most interesting recent developments in our understanding of the strong interactions is probably the convergence of several different models into a successful qualitative picture of hadronic reactions.
The introduction of this picture was triggered by the discovery of duality, but it has recently been extended to include ideas borrowed from the quark model as well as from various optical models for hadron processes.
Several recent reviews%ave covered the general features of duality. We shall 'not repeat these here. What we propose to do in these notes is to outline the overall qualitative dual picture which supposedly describes hadronic processes with twobody final states. t We then briefly mention some of the tests which are relevant to the various components of this picture and try to detect some of its successes, limitations and open problems.
In order to avoid duplicating the many reviews1 on the subject we use the .
3--The resonance contribution to the imaginary part is concentrated around the resonant energy 5. Its contribution to the real part is spread over a much wider energy range. At ER, the real part vanishes. The integrated contribution of the real part over a symmetric region around,% is usually very small. Hence -resonance dominance is meaningful only for the imaginary part in a local or semilocal sense. The resonant partial wave amplitude produces a circle in the Argand diagram.
The existence of such a circle is the usual criterion for establishing a new resonance. 6--The energy dependence of the amplitude is "smooth" (sum of powers cpiti r or logarithms).
The angular distribution is strongly peaked at small t-values, possibly with some dips (at t-0, t --0.6, etc.). The dips (if any) are sup-'
posed to be at fixed t-values, independent of energy, as shown above in the case of r-p ---+ non.
[ 
is a typical Regge pole exchange amplitude. It has a %mooth".V-dependence at fixed t. Nevertheless, it can produce resonanceylike circles in the Argand plot for its partial waves. The figure shows how this happens for a fictitious' n-r amplitude' A(v , t) zz eiTatt) where cr(t) =O. 5+t. ReA(v , t) and ImA(v ,t) The parabola there (Fig. 13) is given by J+ l/2 =kR for R=l fermi.
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-S--The t-dependence of f& is qualitatively given by J M (Ra) with R -1 fermi.
,For &=O, 1 we have functions 'of the form 7, t' and "Jlt' whose dips, bumps, and zeroes are the same as those of Jo and J1.
.
QUARK MODELS
16--m resonance models as well as in exchange models we have BBM and MMM vertices, where B and M are, respectively, nonexotic baryonic and mesonic states. The quark model description of these vertices is given by the diagrams above, if we assume that the two ends of a single quark line cannot belong to a single hadron.
17--The-quark ,descrfptions of the resonance dominance model (Fig. 4) and of the exchange model (Fig. 7) become identical if and only if we replace all shaded vertices by the quark diagrams of the BBn/i and MMM vertices (Fig. 16 ). This gives us the duality diagrams5 which describe an amplitude which is simultaneously nonexotic in the s-channel and t-channel. The model states that the imaginary part of any hadronic two-body amplitude can be described as the sum of two compo-.'nents. Every one of these components can be described in' several ways, within the framework of the different approaches which we have discussed so far. These descriptions are summarized in the table. 23--The leading contributions 10 to the elastic differential cross sections are presumably the Pomeron term (Yi?1')2 and the Pomeron-Resonance interference term 'which is a pure Ah=0 term and has the form ("P")( "Jo"), This second term should be absent in the exotic elastic processes (Ik+p, pp). These processes show no structure for .
ItJ < i BeV2. Hence, the "P" term has no structure (see also Fig. 20 ). The ( "P'3("Jo1') term is positive ,at t=O, changes sign at t w -0.2 and has a minimum at t w-0.6 (see Fig. 15 ). All of these properties are obeyed by the data for the non- The real part will have the form 10 "Jltl tan (na!(t)/2) and lfJIT1 cot (na!(t)/2) for crossingodd and crossing-even amplitudes, respectively, assuming a v a(t) asymptotic energy dependence. "Jl" tan (na(t)/2) has a double zero around t--O. 6. This is verified by the experimental I1 polarization differences above. "Jl" cot (na(t)/2) should "explode" to infinity at t --0.6 but a logarithmic term in the energy dependence is sufficient to keep it finite. The experimental l1 polarization sums actually :
show a bump around t --0.6. 
